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Abstract
Today, there exists a shift towards the adoption of sophisticated supply chain integration and e-commerce techniques by leading global enterprises. Supply chain performance improvement initiatives strive to match supply and demand thereby driving down costs simultaneously with improving customer satisfaction levels. A central element of this move has been the evolution of e-marketplaces or trading hubs and portals, which it is suggested, can provide effective mechanisms for achieving synthesis between a wide range of collaborating partners and systems. To succeed in these environments, enterprises need to be highly capable of process management and systems integration, but problems associated with ‘complexity and scope’, undertaking ‘cost/benefit analysis’ and ‘value proposition evaluation’ remain. The industrial case study and academic research briefly presented within this paper, highlights a favourable implementation example of how contemporary business requirements were outpacing available supply chain research and software tools. The revised supply chain model developed through the case study was considered to offer a holistic approach with greater speed of execution, reduced administration costs and improved value-added services. This paper reports findings revealed during the implementation of an e-marketplace integration project by a renowned chemical logistics enterprise.
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1. Introduction
As the landscape for business has been amplified from local to global levels for many contemporary enterprises, the need to develop closer and more integrated links between internal operations, customers and suppliers, has become an increasingly important key. High proportions of enterprises are now organised as networks of manufacturing, assembly and distribution sites, which may be scattered around the world. Together with customers and suppliers, these networks, which we often refer to as 'Supply Chains' affect crucially both customer service and the total cost to the customer of products and services. The use of strategic Information Technology (IT) is often seen as an ‘enabler’ for supporting this aim, but significant problems related to efficient selection and implementation can emerge. For one such UK enterprise, facing a new directive of contractually enforced e-marketplace adoption by a key supplier; it encountered the necessity of rapidly navigation the management methodology and technology landscape to deliver a new and innovative supply chain solution. It was anticipated by the enterprise management, that a targeted ‘Supply Chain Integration Project’ would be necessary to not only deliver e-marketplace operational compliance, but also provide some degree of positive Return on Investment (ROI) from potentially wide-ranging supply chain impacts and efficiency improvements. The findings revealed within this paper demonstrate a novel approach to e-enablement of an extended supply chain with specific regard to e-marketplace connectivity, building on possible ‘breakthrough changes’ recognised by Gunasekaran et al, [1] with respect to Electronic Commerce (EC) adoption, but also the developing e-enablement approaches detailed in [2] and [3]. At the time of project initiation, it was considered by the enterprise that this project would be unique in terms of the technological challenge presented and the nature of the unified supply integration approach required.
The case study enterprise is situated regionally throughout the UK and is one of only a handful of British companies that offer chemical marketing and distribution services to both industry and end consumers. It had developed a range of distributor agreements and a wide range of commodity and speciality products, with new areas being established continuously. Whilst it held a turnover of around $700 Million, it had recently recognised that strategic partnership and supply chain issues must be considered further if the enterprise was to retain a competitive edge and high-share within its existing markets. The enterprise therefore embarked on an initiative to strengthen its key business partner relationships and implement new Internet-enabled supply chain systems to improve efficiency and reduce cost. This strategy was two-fold:

i) to further improve its Internet sell-side channel to maintain its current competitive advantage, and

ii) to rapidly provide supplier connectivity through an industry standard e-marketplace to reduce operational costs and safeguard its valuable distributor agreements.

At the time, the enterprise employed approximately 1,500 staff across 18 sites, with its distribution depots organised within a hub and spoke configuration. Within the organisation, its IT capability was predominately supported in-house and based upon: a centralised Baan Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system; and an integrated Internet-based shop front for a limited product range; Electronic Data Interchange (EDI) connectivity through industry standard EDI software; an IBM document management system; and a Cognos business intelligence suite. The programme was driven by the company’s Commercial Director, with assistance from the principal author of this paper, and held wide support from the enterprise’s other board members. The enterprise had a long operational history in the Chemicals Industry and over time had established valuable relationships with its supply chain partners and industrial bodies. The initial phases of the project are now complete and further development work is in progress.

2. Background

As a precursor to any project definition or requirements specification the enterprise had to develop improved understandings of the potential commercial opportunity and leading-edge research related to the wide scope of the perceived project. These comprised approaches to integrating enterprise supply and demand; typologies of e-marketplaces; and potential benefits and issues. A key concern for the enterprise at this project conception stage was that the implementation would be too costly in terms of finance and resource, may prove technically unachievable, and carried the risk of irreparably damaging supply chain relationships from potential project failure.

2.1 Supply Chain Management (SCM)

SCM is recognised as a pre-eminent concept by which enterprises can make instant improvements to their business strategies [4] Moreover, enhancements to supply chains in terms of improved product quality, faster customer response and greater agility, can provide significant marketplace differentiation and increased levels of competitive advantage. Supply chain performance improvement initiatives strive to match supply and demand thereby driving down costs simultaneously with improving customer satisfaction levels. First step changes to optimising enterprise logistic processes have relied upon concepts such as BPR, Just-In-Time (JIT) and Total Quality Management (TQM) making them faster and more agile [5]. The implementation of SCM techniques externally, as a second step, should lead to
enhanced cost saving opportunities as the whole supply chain can be considered and optimised. Holistic mastery of process is one fundamental element of a successful supply chain, however the enactment of traditional functional systems needs to be re-evaluated in the light of recent IT and communication technologies and in particular the rapid growth of Internet-based EC [6]. The adopted use of commercial ERP systems can facilitate some of the above capabilities. However, it is suggested by Kennerley and Neely [7] that deployments of these all-encompassing business management applications have fallen short in delivering all of the various promises they make and may even place constraints on change. Over the last few years, considerable efforts have been made, both by industrial and academic communities, to investigate and develop new holistic models of enterprise and supply chain systems. These not only build upon previous internally focussed ERP systems, but also recognise outwardly facing SCM imperatives and address changing EC trends. Nowadays ‘transactional’ ERP systems are routinely implemented with additional Complementary IT Systems (CITS), such as Customer Relationship Management (CRM), Advanced Planning and Scheduling (APS), EC, Data Warehousing and Business Intelligence, to provide extra business support in terms of superior customer interaction, supply chain control and effective management reporting [8]. However, the problems of effective and latent SCM integration, collaboration and performance measurement often remain [9]. As such additional emphasis is now being placed upon new Internet-based approaches designed to support low cost and improved supply chain partner integration. To better consider its comparative position, the enterprise compared itself against the continuum provided in Figure 1.

Within the context of a Business-to-Business (B2B) Internet software market estimated at $7 to $10 Trillion [11], there can now be seen to be a diverse range of business and software application models, which cover sell-side, buy-side, exchange, and collaborative commerce transactions. Within the context of this paper, primary consideration is centred upon ‘e-marketplaces’ or trading hubs, which facilitate the many-to-many exchange of business documents such as purchase/sales orders, despatch notes and invoices, etc. between enterprises within a single industry or industrial segment. Whilst e-marketplaces have been around for more than five years, it is only recently that the cycle of inflated expectations and

![Figure 1. Key Drivers for B2B E-Commerce [10].](image-url)
trough of disillusionment; have been replaced by realistic evaluations and the potential plateaus of profitability. Key business benefits are typically perceived as improved transaction cost, enhanced data quality and greater business responsiveness or latency.

2.2 What is an E-marketplace?

Today enterprises are using IT as an enabler in reaching global markets. IT enables enterprises to create e-marketplaces that bring together large numbers of buyers and sellers; providing sellers access to new customers, facilitating the automation of business transactions, and reducing transaction costs for all the stakeholders [12]. There exist various definitions of e-marketplaces, for example Popovic [13] has defined an e-marketplace as ‘a virtual online market where buyers, suppliers, distributors and sellers find and exchange information, conduct trade, and collaborate with each other via an aggregation of information portals, trading exchanges and collaboration tools’. An e-marketplace is also seen as an ‘Internet-based solution’ [14] that is innovated to facilitate the linkage between buyers and sellers in buying and selling products and services in the marketplace. Other conceptions regard e-marketplaces as web-based systems that allow business transactions to be automated, as well as trading and collaboration between business partners. In additional literature, other researchers such as Mahadevan [15]; Brunn et al [16]; Kaplan and Sawhney [17], conclude that e-marketplaces can further provide three value-added mechanisms, namely:

a) e-marketplaces can have a large pool of buyers and sellers;
b) buyers and sellers can be matched and negotiations on price take place on a real-time basis; and
c) a neutral position allows buyers and suppliers’ trust to be ensured.

2.3 E-marketplace Classifications

An e-marketplace may be organised in many different ways. Popovic [13] further categorises e-marketplaces according to the user focus and the ownership structure. Figure 2 shows three categories of e-marketplace. A number of these authors recognise that e-marketplace providers deliver an effective value proposition through greater accessibility, improved marketing intelligence, and reduced transaction costs. For example, a consortia e-marketplace detailed with Figure 2, could allow companies to find new suppliers and buyers more easily and in a broader selection of choice. The whole supply chain can be performed more efficiently in a way that automated the activities that are involved in a procurement process. Moreover, e-marketplace trading is viewed as a collaboration process instead of transaction process. In the competition of ‘value chain versus value chain’ instead of ‘company versus company’, Christopher [20] proposed, the collaborative e-marketplace will empower companies to improve the business performance in a transparent market environment. It can be used as a strategic weapon to gain greater success for the business, reduce cost, increase new product time to market, increase the flexibility, and improve the quality of products or service in order to improve customer need and increase customer satisfaction. Some of the current solutions, such as Ariba, Covisint, and Exostar are developed by software vendors in order to help in information exchange in business-to-business commerce [21]. These software tools enable seamless supply chain information sharing across companies. Jutla et al. [22] identified three success factors for e-marketplaces, namely functional factors, strategic factors and technical factors. Functional factors focus on the user community, the product customization and the negotiation support. The strategic factors focus on brand, customer, marketing and outsourcing. The technical factors concentrate on the response time and reliability.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>User Focus Structure</th>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Buyer-driven</td>
<td>Usually consists of a limited number of buyers, they form the buyer-driven e-marketplace taking advantages of both effectiveness and efficiency of e-marketplace to manage and reduce the complex process of procurement.</td>
<td><img src="image.png" alt="Diagram" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplier-driven</td>
<td>Supplier-driven e-marketplace usually consists of few suppliers, normally one or more number of suppliers own and manage the e-marketplace. Producers with dominant market share or proprietary products are most suitable for this model. The model is also suitable for suppliers that serve a large number of small and fragmented buyers [18].</td>
<td><img src="image.png" alt="Diagram" /></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third party-driven</td>
<td>Third-party driven e-marketplaces are neutral intermediaries that allow buyers and sellers to exchange between each other. For example, a consortia e-marketplace is usually founded and owned by a small numbers of participants that have large domination in their industries. In a consortium e-marketplace, the founders are mainly seeking reductions in the cost of conducting business with current business partners as well as other collaboration benefits, and the value proposition is emphasized on the benefit of enabling large buyers or suppliers to transact with their established business partners online through the provision of direct material procurement functionality [19].</td>
<td><img src="image.png" alt="Diagram" /></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. Classification of E-marketplaces.

### 2.4 E-marketplace Benefits and Problems

With the development and functionality of e-marketplaces advancing at pace, enterprises are now investigating in greater depth the value proposition of connectivity and trading through e-marketplaces. With unreasonably high expectations, now replaced by realistic benefits evaluation, ROI appraisal, capability assessment and growth forecasting; there can be seen to be developing research within this area [23, 24]. However, Das [25] comments that it has been difficult, and sometime impossible, to perform impartial comparison and effective evaluation of ‘e-providers’ prior to the adoption of their solutions. Derived e-marketplace benefit and the definition of the user ‘offer’ are often readily wrapped up in sales speak and functionality terminology. Strategic enterprise goals differ widely, ranging from simple technical purchase order processing and invoice accounting, to high-level business integration and the delivery of supply chain and order fulfilment processes. The success of the e-marketplace solution requires robust and thoughtful approaches, which put the focus on the wider operational implications of adoption, not solely financial. Standing et al, [24] comments that e-marketplace provide wide ranging benefits and dynamics other than; procurement cost reduction (cost strategy), superior service (differentiation), or as a means of streamlining procurement channels (focus). The supply chain aspects of e-marketplaces should involve economic, relational, service and community benefits. Benefits can be purely finance related, but also intangible such as higher relationship confidence, potentially giving order preference to a supplier on not just quality, speed and price criteria alone.
3. Case Study Implementation Processes

The enterprise embarked upon its ‘Third party-driven’ initiative (Figure 2) with the Commercial Director establishing a project team, led by a senior departmental IT manager, and comprising additional sales, distribution and procurement support. With a fixed budget and timeline in place the first phase of the project was to undertake an external business review and best practice analysis within the industry. Though the marketplace for Chemicals was valued at $500 Billion in Western Europe, with a predicted growth of 1.9%, in recent years a downturn in UK manufacturing output was creating significant sales and financial pressures for the Industry. The Chemicals Industry was considered to be unique in its structure and operation, namely because of two facets, the Industry typically exhibits a high degree of intra-Industry buy and sell activity, with products being inputs to many processes; and, chemicals are used within 95% of all industries, including agriculture, aviation, electronics, manufacturing and service. From this initial review, findings from the Chemical Industry were reported and analysed internally (Table 1). Whilst the enterprise had previously tried to maintain a full service and cost effective market position, it was recognised that given structural industry changes, it would now have to become markedly more defensive and responsive to existing business relationships. With this strategic importance now being placed upon service and supply chain improvement the project team felt that a large emphasis should be placed upon offering new and improved e-services for customers and forging closer links with key suppliers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Industry Characterisation</th>
<th>Industry Issues</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Mature European, North American and Japanese markets, with rapid growth potential in Asia and South America.</td>
<td>• Globalisation: Far East competition, elimination of trade barriers and overseas market development.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Highly capital intensive that can exaggerate economic cycles.</td>
<td>• Overcapacity: Cyclicality, cheap commodity competition and lower input costs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Exhibit a high local cost base through fragmentation, legislation, complexity and large plant size.</td>
<td>• Environmental: Changes to health and safety and environmental legislation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Structural shift from bulk to higher value-added products.</td>
<td>• Advances in technology: Changes in production technology.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Internal focus is too high to the detriment of external customers.</td>
<td>• Shareholder and customer demands: New quality and service requirements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Poor integration of IT systems and functional alignment.</td>
<td>• Diversification: More suppliers trying to ascend the value chain.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Poor SCM understanding and activity is localised in one part of the value chain.</td>
<td>• Portfolio concentration: Many enterprises have too many non-core businesses.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Cost Reduction: Far East competition.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Chemicals Industry Characterisation and Issues.

With a large proportion of the enterprise’s products and services highly dependent upon a small range of raw materials sourced through complex, but potentially lucrative distribution agreements, it was envisaged by the project team that a risk assessment should be undertaken. Due to the pressing nature of the project, the enterprise Board, decided that only a basic investment appraisal should be undertaken, as the risk of losing key supplier distributor agreements by not complying with supplier e-marketplace connectivity requirements could easily outstrip the allocated $200,000 budget and 10-month timescale. The key project elements comprised:

1. **Sell-side:** Expand the functionality of the enterprise’s existing fully integrated Internet shop front capability to that of a partner self-service portal where clients could better manage their
own accounts and access further value-added services such as Product Specifications, Technical Data, Manufacturing Safety Data Sheets (MSDS), Certificates of Analysis (CofA) and electronic formal business documents such as Sales Orders, Delivery Notes, Ship Notices and Invoices.

2. **Buy-side:** Electronically connect to the Internet-based Chemicals Industry Elemica (www.elemica.com) e-marketplace for business document exchange to strength supply chain partnerships, reduce administration costs, improve cycle-times and establish a trading model which could be extended to many other key suppliers. Achieving connectivity in this way would assist in the maintenance of a global presence and recognition as a world-class enterprise.

Once the strategy had been formalised and approved by the board, the project was transferred to the project manager for implementation. The delivery of the two project phases would be sequential and involve the contracting of a technical Baan ERP integration specialist, due to internal resource and technical expertise limitations. Within the initial four months of the project the Sell-side development was nearing completion, at budget and on time. This phase now married together, user access functionality within the existing Internet shop front with Baan ERP product data and electronic documentation within the enterprise’s IBM OnDemand documentation system. With pilot implementations planned with the enterprise’s internal business analyst team, development efforts were now centred upon the Buy-side phase. After industrial review, the chemical e-marketplace Elemica was chosen as the trading hub of preference due to its growing presence and existing number of major Chemical Industry company founders.

Elemica was developed by 22 of the leading global chemical companies and provides real-time value to buyers, sellers and service providers in the chemical industry by establishing a single, global, neutral network for secure information sharing within pre-established chemical trading partnerships. Members electronically connect to the Elemica Network via a single connection, using established CIDX ChemXML industry standards or a series of proprietary translations designed around user specific ERP systems. Hence their adage ‘Connect Once, Connect All’. Additional benefits to be acquired comprised; the removal of redundant inventory for improved forecasting, automation of slow and manual processing of many routine transactions, optimisation of complex logistics networks, and the improved management of unwieldy documentation flows. The Sell-side phase was undertaken by the existing project team and formed three incremental parts:

i) Purchase Order Management,
ii) Direct Customer Deliveries, and
iii) Purchase Invoice Processing.

Additionally, an Elemica e-Readiness Assessment was completed, Contractual Terms signed and a Technical Architecture Specification developed (Figure 3). This highlights the complexity and scope of transferring computer files between partners in a reliable and secure manner. Although Elemica provided advice upon infrastructure requirements, the location of suitable and scaleable application software to undertake XML data translation and time-bound workflow management was problematic. Academic research [11, 26] and software vendor investigation, together with further supplier discussions, revealed only two appropriate applications to be suitable at the time. These comprised Microsoft’s BizTalk and WebMethods B2B Gateway software. Whilst the Microsoft offering was only in the early stages of development, at its list price it was considered cost effective, it already had
availability of pre-defined ChemXML business document standards and an application development kit for implementing the RosettaNet Implementation Framework (RNIF) for Internet-based electronic transport. RosettaNet can be seen as a consortium driven standard, which has been established to share business processes and information electronically.

Figure 3. Elemica Technical Architecture Overview (Company Provided).

The WebMethods product set was much more established, but its modular nature and pricing structure was deemed too financially costly for the allocated budget. As such the BizTalk software solution was acquired, a test environment developed and a pilot trading partnership agreed with a mature Elemica and enterprise supplier. The initial pilot process comprised a number of agreed business scenarios for a set product range, delivering into a single distribution point rather than the option for direct customer deliveries as in part two. Initial work comprised developing Baan ERP routines for integrating Purchase Order / Invoice data and, connecting the BizTalk development solution to Elemica’s test environment. Whereas the Baan ERP work was completed successful, expertise limitations within the emergent BizTalk product set and the complex technical architecture quickly arose. After a project review, the contracted specialist was released and replaced by an external consultancy firm specialising in BizTalk integration. Whilst this change had wide implications upon cost and time, work was quick to start again and progress re-achieved. Now within the wide industrial landscape, pressure was building from other major suppliers to the enterprise, to plan for subsequent Elemica connectivity and e-marketplace expansion. Despite issues regarding the procurement of suitable and secure digital certificates, internal firewall safety, and investigations to confirm the legality of electronic invoices, testing was scheduled with a delay of three months (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Data Mapping and Business Process Automation.
Structured testing was undertaken with the pilot supplier’s European Headquarters, working through the range of previously agreed business scenarios. After internal training was delivered, the new application finally went live, four months late and at one and one-half times the budget. Despite the delay and the additional incurred cost, the enterprise was considered to be the first to market within this integration field and had gone a long way to maintaining the future of its established supply chain alliances.

4. Supply Chain Enablement
The revised supply chain model was considered to offer a holistic approach with greater speed of execution, reduced administration costs and improved value-added services. From the initial placement of a sales online order and automatic email confirmation, daily Distribution Requirements Planning (DRP) requirements would generate firm purchase order requirements for suppliers. Purchase and stock control staff would then release the supplier orders through the Baan ERP, triggering the automatic transfer of appropriately assigned products through the Elemica network. With the service level agreement, defined with the Elemica contract, a confirmation response or changes to delivery date, quantity or price would be returned within eight working hours. Internally to the enterprise, this response would be converted into internal email notifications and distributed to appropriate staff. Once the goods had been despatched, the supplier would transfer ship notice and invoices through Elemica and in turn the enterprise would then make its own available, together with further product information for the customer, within the Internet-based portal (Figure 5).

The developed solution had successfully implemented the concept of paperless order processing, while at the same time dramatically reducing the administrative burden for paperwork and error potential. Through automatic invoice reconciliation personnel requirements had been significantly reduced. The whole project had been a significant challenge for the organisation, but it had created a platform for future development and consolidation.
5. Summary and Conclusions

The academic research and industrial case study briefly presented within this paper, highlights a favourable implementation example of how contemporary business requirements were outpacing available supply chain research and software tools. At the time the enterprise had to balance a high degree of supply chain partner pressure with that of technical uncertainty and first-to-market risk. While it is difficult to fully quantify the financials of the project and estimate the cost of undertaking no improvement actions, the real cost of investment per initial transaction may be considered in hard financial terms. Within the first six months of operation, approximately 500 transactions were completed between 200 customers and 2 Elemica connected suppliers. This required an investment of around $300,000 and $20,000 operational costs per year for an annual return of $40,000, leading to a negative ROI figure of over 85% loss. Despite the issue of implementing complex, technically uncertain and business critical applications, the enterprise managed to satisfy supply chain partner expectations, safeguarding around $60 Million turnover, and in the process learning many lessons:

• New solution prowess can be achieved, but always at a substantial cost.
• Emergent technology carries a high-degree of inherent risk. Despite vendor claims, not all requirements can be meet through new applications software.
• Effective Internet security can be beyond the means of even large international enterprises.
• No system or trading partnership is standard. The second supplier connection had differences.
• Whilst the drive to connectivity was problematic, once achieved it allowed for more equal partnerships to develop and financial gain to be shared.

In consideration of Jutla et al.’s [22] factors for e-marketplace success, (strategic functional and technical factors) the following conclusions can be made:

Strategic: From the delivery of the project, the enterprise could now better project its brand to partners through the e-marketplace. Recognised as a leading-edge distributor, with proven capabilities, would allow it to strengthen other supply chain relationships and realise further connection opportunities with additional customers and suppliers, further driving down automated business transaction costs.

Functional: Scheduling and procurement staff would now have increased process efficiency enabling them to concentrate further or negotiation and cost reduction. Product ranges would now be monitored more closely to ensure compliance with the e-marketplace configuration.

Technical: With the e-enablement of the supply chain, the responsiveness of the process and order fulfilment cycle was much improved, reducing the negotiation period from days to hours. Business transaction data accuracy would be improved due to the rigid structures employed by the IT solution. Reliability and demonstrated repeatability of process was an issue within the initial pilot project phase, but this was increasing over-time.

In summary, the authors consider enterprises facing similar issues should respond closely more to tactical business imperatives until they can develop their IT infrastructures to effectively deliver more strategic and technically ambitious projects. To do so, enterprises should focus upon reviewing strategic priorities, balancing supply chain pressures and addressing any opportunity to radically reduce cost, in the first instance. In this way, they should then be in a better position to manage risk and hold the financial and skilled resources to progress quicker in the longer term.
Today, Elemica has 1,250 connected companies with 10 Million transactions totalling $30 Billion per annum (www.elemica.com). It has now moved to simpler web connectivity and online Collaborative Planning Forecasting and Replenishment (CPFR) system provision.
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